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1           Scope and purpose of the insurance 

 

1.11.11.11.1                                                        DefinitionsDefinitionsDefinitionsDefinitions    

 

                    Under this insurance contract, the term: 

 

1.1.1  Accidental bodily Accidental bodily Accidental bodily Accidental bodily injuryinjuryinjuryinjury shall refer to a sudden event, beyond the control of the the the the 

InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured, resulting in bodily injury whose cause, external to the body of the victim, and 

symptoms can be detected and documented by a competent medical authority, thus 

allowing a diagnosis and requiring therapy. 

 

1.1.2              The InsuredThe InsuredThe InsuredThe Insured shall refer to the person or persons named in the SpeciSpeciSpeciSpecificficficfic    Terms and Terms and Terms and Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions on whose shoulders the risk of occurrence of the event lies. 

 

1.1.3  The CompanyThe CompanyThe CompanyThe Company: AXA Assurances Luxembourg, a Luxembourg-based insurance 

company with which the contract is concluded. 

 

1.1.4 The waiting periodwaiting periodwaiting periodwaiting period: a period fixed by the contract, which applies to each InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured and 

begins to run from the effective date from which the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured is covered by the 

contract, and during which the cover does not apply, although the IIIInsurednsurednsurednsured pays the 

premiums. 

 

1.1.5  The hospital facilityhospital facilityhospital facilityhospital facility refers to any public or private healthcare facility open to people 

whose state of health requires in-patient treatment in the facility as well as a curative 

treatment and/or diagnosis requiring observation, monitoring and continuity that can 

only be organised in the facility. The following are not considered as hospital facilities: 

closed psychiatric institutions, medical-educational institutions, nursing homes, 

approved nursing and care homes, spas and convalescent homes. 

 

1.1.6  DiseaseDiseaseDiseaseDisease refers to the degradation of physical or mental health, the cause and the 

symptoms of which can be detected and documented by a medical authority, thus 

enabling a diagnosis and requiring therapy. This degradation cannot be attributed to 

accidental bodily injury. 

 

1.1.7  The The The The PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder refers to the person or persons who sign(s) the insurance contract 

and who is/are responsible for the payment of premiums. In the event of multiple 

policyholders, they are jointly and severally liable for all obligations under the 

contract. 
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1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2     Contract documentsContract documentsContract documentsContract documents    

 

The insurance contract, hereinafter referred to as “the contract” contains the 

following contractual documents:  

 

1.2.1  The insurance proposalinsurance proposalinsurance proposalinsurance proposal or insurance offerinsurance offerinsurance offerinsurance offer, the formsformsformsforms that set out the characteristics 

of the insurance and the elements that enable an assessment of the risk. They are 

completed and signed by the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder and the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured;  

 

1.2.2  The Terms and ConditionsTerms and ConditionsTerms and ConditionsTerms and Conditions of Insurance of Insurance of Insurance of Insurance that define the rights and obligations of the 

parties to the contract;  

 

1.2.3  The Special Special Special Special Terms and Terms and Terms and Terms and ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions that define the benefits relating to the insurance 

formula that you have chosen (see 1.3) and that apply in addition to the Terms and Terms and Terms and Terms and 

Conditions of InsuranceConditions of InsuranceConditions of InsuranceConditions of Insurance;  

 

1.2.4  The Specific Terms of ConditionsSpecific Terms of ConditionsSpecific Terms of ConditionsSpecific Terms of Conditions that customise each contract and contain elements 

allowing an assessment of the risk, such as those relating to the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder, the 

InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured, the chosen insurance plans, the amounts of the premiums, length of the 

contract, etc.; 

 

1.2.5  Subsequent amendmentamendmentamendmentamendments that record any changes to the contract. 

 

1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3     The insurance The insurance The insurance The insurance plansplansplansplans    

 

1.3.1   The InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured have a choice between three insurance plans: the StartStartStartStart formula, the 

ActiveActiveActiveActive formula or the PrivilègePrivilègePrivilègePrivilège formula. 

 

1.3.2  The specific characteristics and details of the benefits offered by each of these 

formulas are given in the Special Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and Conditions in addition to these terms 

and conditions. 

 

1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4                                                     Purpose and scope of the insurancePurpose and scope of the insurancePurpose and scope of the insurancePurpose and scope of the insurance    

 

1.4.1   The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany guarantees, in the event of a claimclaimclaimclaim as defined in the Special Terms and Special Terms and Special Terms and Special Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions, the payment of benefits under the insurance plans chosen and described 

in the Specific Terms and ConditionsSpecific Terms and ConditionsSpecific Terms and ConditionsSpecific Terms and Conditions. 

 

1.4.2 The insurance extends to curative treatment in Europe. It can be extended by special 

agreement to countries located outside the boundaries of Europe (see also 2.1.4 and 

2.1.5). 

The cover is also granted, without special agreement, outside of Europe for all 
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temporary stays of up to 60 consecutive calendar days. Should the stay be extended 

beyond 60 days for the purpose of a curative treatment, the cover is extended as long 

as the insured person cannot return to Europe without risk to their health, but at 

most for an additional 60 consecutive calendar days. 

 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5     Conclusion, effective date and duration of the contractConclusion, effective date and duration of the contractConclusion, effective date and duration of the contractConclusion, effective date and duration of the contract    

    

1.5.1  The insurance takes effect on the date specified in the Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions. The insurance contract is considered as concluded when the policy has 

been signed by the contracting parties and when the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder has paid the first 

premium or the first agreed instalment of the premium. No benefits are paid out for 

claimsclaimsclaimsclaims incurred before the effective date of insurance. These provisions relating to 

the effective date shall also apply when making any addition, change or extension to 

the insurance cover. ClaimsClaimsClaimsClaims occurring after the conclusion of the policy are only 

excluded from the cover for the part taking place during the period preceding the 

effective date of the insurance or during the waiting periodswaiting periodswaiting periodswaiting periods. The effective date and 

the term of the contract are understood to start and end at 0:00 hours and 0:00 

hours. The same provisions apply to any amendment. 

          

1.5.2  For newborns, the insurance cover begins immediately after birth, without a waiting 

period, if, on the date of the birth of the child, at least one parent has been insured 

under an OptiSoinsOptiSoinsOptiSoinsOptiSoins contract with the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany for at least three months and if the 

insurance application is submitted no later than two months after the birth, with 

retroactive effect to the day of birth. The chosen insurance plan cannot offer more 

extensive cover than that granted to an insured parent. Newborns are insured at the 

rates in force at the time of the insurance request. 

1.5.3 The insurance year begins on the date specified in the Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions. The insurance year corresponds to one calendar year. If an insurance 

contract does not take effect on 1 January of a year, the first year of the contract will 

expire on 31 December of the calendar year. Price changes have no impact on the 

insurance year. The insurance contract is concluded for a period of two years and is 

then extended by tacit agreement for periods of one year, if not terminated within the 

relevant timeframe. 

 

1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6                                                         Waiting periodWaiting periodWaiting periodWaiting period    

 

1.6.1  The general general general general waiting periodwaiting periodwaiting periodwaiting period is 3 months. 
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1.6.2 It does not apply: 

• in the event of an accident; 

• for (the) spouse or partner of a person insured for at least three months, provided 

that insurance under the same formula is taken out within 2 months following the 

marriage or civil partnership (PACS); 

 

1.6.3 A specificspecificspecificspecific waiting periodwaiting periodwaiting periodwaiting period of 10 months applies in the case of pregnancy and 

childbirth, and six months for psychotherapy, dental care, including tooth extraction, 

dentures (bridges, crowns, artificial teeth of all kinds), orthodontics, including 

preparatory treatment and repairs, as well as maxillofacial surgery. This specific 

waiting periodwaiting periodwaiting periodwaiting period does not apply in the event of an accident. 

 

1.6.4  The InsuredThe InsuredThe InsuredThe Insured may request the waiver of the general waiting periodgeneral waiting periodgeneral waiting periodgeneral waiting period. This waiver of the 

general waiting periodgeneral waiting periodgeneral waiting periodgeneral waiting period is subject to receipt within three weeks from taking out the 

insurance of an ad hoc form called "medical certificate" duly completed and signed 

and established less than 3 weeks before the contract is taken out. 

 

1.6.5  In case of modification of the contract, the waiting periodswaiting periodswaiting periodswaiting periods also apply to additional 

insurance cover, unless otherwise agreed and stipulated in the Special Terms and Special Terms and Special Terms and Special Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions or the Specific Terms and ConditionsSpecific Terms and ConditionsSpecific Terms and ConditionsSpecific Terms and Conditions. 

           

1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7                                 Scope of servicesScope of servicesScope of servicesScope of services    

 

1.7.1  The nature and amount of insurance benefits result from the Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions and the Special Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and Conditions. 

 

1.7.2  The InsuredThe InsuredThe InsuredThe Insured has the free choice of established and approved doctors and dentists. 

Insofar as provided in the insurance plan taken out, the Insuredthe Insuredthe Insuredthe Insured may also consult a 

naturopath (Heilpraktiker) licensed under German legislation on naturopathy. 

 

1.7.3  The medication, dressings, therapeutic methods and equipment must be prescribed 

by the persons listed in paragraph 1.7.2. Medication must also be purchased in a 

pharmacy. 

 

1.7.4  Dentures (see 1.6.3) and maxillofacial surgical procedures are considered in the 

insurance plans as "dental care" benefits and not as "out-patient medical care" 

benefits, even if they are performed by a doctor. 

 

1.7.5  Homeopathic medicines are also considered as medicines in their own right. 

 

1.7.6  The following are not refunded: dietary and food products, slimming products, tonics, 

mineral water, bath products, contraceptives, geriatric products and cosmetics. The 

same applies to all products, medical devices and health products (e.g. 
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thermometers, massagers, heating pads) not listed in the Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions. Supplements for the treatment of the patient at home are also excluded. 

 

1.7.7  In the event of medically necessary treatment in a hospital facilityhospital facilityhospital facilityhospital facility, the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured is free 

to choose their healthcare facility. The facility must have adequate diagnostic and 

treatment equipment and maintain the medical records of its patients. 

 

1.7.8  The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany shall pay out its benefits, within the framework of the insurance 

contract, for examination methods or treatment methods and medication that are 

recognised by conventional medicine. The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany also insures the refund of 

treatment methods and medication whose results have proved equally convincing in 

practice or that are used due to a lack of equivalence in conventional medicine. The 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is, however, entitled to reduce the amount of its benefits to the equivalent 

of what it would have cost to use the methods and medication of conventional 

medicine. Under the insurance contract, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany also pays out benefits for the 

services of doctors or naturopathic practitioners (Heilpraktiker) - insofar as provision 

is made in the insurance plan – for all examination methods and treatments included 

in the Schedule of healthcare charges and fees (Gebührenverzeichnis für 

Heilpraktiker - 1985 edition) - medication included - and up to the maximum amount 

specified in the schedule in question. 

 

1.7.9  The following shall be considered as medical care: 

 

1.7.9.1  the services of state-approved masseurs or physiotherapists (these include massage, 

thermotherapy, electrotherapy, physiotherapy and medical baths); 

 

1.7.9.2  treatments relating to the voice, speech and speech exercises if they are practised by 

a speech therapist. Additional fees for treatment at the patient's home are not 

refundable. The costs of treatments in saunas and spas and the like are not 

refunded. 

 

1.7.10  The following are considered as therapeutic equipment - within the limits and unless 

otherwise agreed and stipulated in the Special Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and Conditions - bandages, 

trusses, rubber stockings, orthopaedic soles and shoes, plaster casts, varicose vein 

stockings, corrective splints, wheelchairs, orthopaedic devices to support the trunk, 

arms and legs, hearing aids, electronic larynxes, artificial limbs, devices for 

inhalation. Expenses incurred by other therapeutic materials, medical devices and 

health products (massagers, blood pressure monitors, radiation lamps, heating pads) 

are not refundable. 

 

1.7.11  Eye treatment benefits include spectacle frames and lenses, contact lenses. 
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1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8                                                     Exclusions and limitations of the insurance coverExclusions and limitations of the insurance coverExclusions and limitations of the insurance coverExclusions and limitations of the insurance cover    

 

1.8.1  Unless accepted by it expressly and in writing, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany never grants its 

insurance cover to the claimsclaimsclaimsclaims or cases listed below and all their consequences:  

 

1.8.1.1  a disease, concomitant disease or an accident arising out of war, whether civil or 

other, damage arising in the course of military service, riots, acts of collective 

violence of a political, ideological or social nature, if it is established that the insured 

person took an active part therein;  

 

1.8.1.2  a premeditated act by the insured person, unless they prove that it is a case of self-

defence or justified rescue of persons or salvage of property; a premeditated act 

within the meaning of this clause is the act committed wilfully and knowingly, causing 

reasonably foreseeable damage; 

 

1.8.1.3  attempted suicide; 

 

1.8.1.4  chronic or non-accidental intoxication or addiction; 

 

1.8.1.5  an abortion, except in cases of established medical necessity, sterilisation, 

contraception, medically assisted reproduction, a cosmetic procedure; 

 

1.8.1.6  spa and sanatorium treatments, as well as rehabilitative care, unless the Special Special Special Special 

Terms and Terms and Terms and Terms and ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions do not include other provisions; 

 

1.8.1.7  treatment carried out by a spouse or partner, a direct ascendant or child. The proven 

material costs are refunded at the rate in force;  

 

1.8.1.8  in the event of permanent loss of autonomy of the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured, a stay and/or non-

medical care provided at home or in a care home, in a nursing and care home, in a 

psychiatric care home or in a facility of the same type;  

 

1.8.1.9  functional, mental or subjective disorders whose cause and symptoms cannot be 

medically detected or whose treatment or therapy are not necessary from an 

exclusively medical point of view;  

 

1.8.1.10  requests for the drawing up of assessments, certificates, descriptions of care and 

quotations insofar as the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured need to produce them. 

 

1.8.2  If the curative treatment, or other types of care for which benefits are guaranteed, 

exceed what is medically necessary, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany may reduce its benefits to an 

appropriate amount. The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is also authorised to make such a reduction in 

benefits if excessive fees have been charged for a medically necessary treatment or 

any other measure. 
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1.8.3  If the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder is also entitled to benefits from statutory health insurance, 

accident or old age and disability insurance, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is only liable to refund the 

remaining costs after the contribution of the statutory insurance. 

 

1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9                                                     Payment of benefitsPayment of benefitsPayment of benefitsPayment of benefits    

    

1.9.1  The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is only liable to pay benefits if the documentary evidence it has 

demanded has been provided. This documentary evidence becomes the property of 

the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. 

 

1.9.1.1  The submitted documentary evidence of expenses incurred must be originals. Copies 

may be submitted when another health insurance body has contributed to the 

expenses, provided that proof of the amount refunded by that body is reported. 

 

1.9.1.2  Bills must carry the name of the patient, the duration of treatment, the list of the 

various benefits and the names of diseases. Bills for medication and care should be 

submitted accompanied by medical prescriptions or a substitution document 

recognised by Luxembourg’s statutory health insurance fund. If the general 

practitioner refuses to give the name of the disease, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany may make its 

benefits dependent on a medical examination in accordance with section 2.5.2. The 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany reserves the right to request any other documents that it deems necessary 

to establish entitlement to the benefit. 

 

1.9.2  The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is authorised to pay its benefits to the person that submits or sends it 

the documentary evidence in good and due form. If there is a justified doubt about 

the legitimacy of this person, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany will pay the amount of the refunds to the 

PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder. 

 

1.9.3  Medical expenses incurred in other currencies are converted into Euros at the rate of 

the date on which the documents were submitted to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. 

 

1.9.4 If the documents (e.g., medical records, bills, prescriptions) are not written in one of 

the official languages of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, a certified translation may 

be requested. In this case, the translation costs incurred shall not be borne by the 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. The benefit transfer charges are deducted from the benefits. 

 

1.9.5  Entitlements to the insurance benefits cannot be assigned or pledged. 
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1.101.101.101.10                                                Formalities prior to incurring expensesFormalities prior to incurring expensesFormalities prior to incurring expensesFormalities prior to incurring expenses    

 

1.10.1  In the event that Social Security contributes to the refund of healthcare expenses, no 

prior formalities are necessary. However, for a medically necessary hospitalisation in 

a facility that also offers spa and sanatorium treatments or a convalescent home, the 

related costs as well as the expenses related to a course of treatment covered by this 

contract are subject to a prior agreement. 

 

1.10.2  When there is no contribution by Social Security, the entitlement to reimbursement of 

certain expenses is subject to the submission of a request for prior approval. Prior 

approval must be received 10 days before the procedures are first performed. The 

decision is notified to the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured by mail within 5 working days of receipt of the 

complete file. 

 

1.10.3  The "Request for prior approval" form must be completed for the following 

procedures: 

For procedures if there is noFor procedures if there is noFor procedures if there is noFor procedures if there is no 

state contributionstate contributionstate contributionstate contribution    
Request for prior approvalRequest for prior approvalRequest for prior approvalRequest for prior approval    

Hospitalisation / Childbirth Hospitalisation / Childbirth Hospitalisation / Childbirth Hospitalisation / Childbirth      Yes 

OutOutOutOut----patient or inpatient or inpatient or inpatient or in----patient psychotherapypatient psychotherapypatient psychotherapypatient psychotherapy Yes 

Series of Series of Series of Series of procedures when > 5 paramedical procedures, alternative procedures when > 5 paramedical procedures, alternative procedures when > 5 paramedical procedures, alternative procedures when > 5 paramedical procedures, alternative 

treatments and curative treatmentstreatments and curative treatmentstreatments and curative treatmentstreatments and curative treatments 
Yes 

Dentures / OrthodonticsDentures / OrthodonticsDentures / OrthodonticsDentures / Orthodontics Yes 

Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the conditions of Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the conditions of Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the conditions of Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the conditions of 

section 1.7.7section 1.7.7section 1.7.7section 1.7.7         
Yes 

Alternative unconventional medical Alternative unconventional medical Alternative unconventional medical Alternative unconventional medical methodsmethodsmethodsmethods     Yes 

For procedures if there is a state contributionFor procedures if there is a state contributionFor procedures if there is a state contributionFor procedures if there is a state contribution Request for prior approvalRequest for prior approvalRequest for prior approvalRequest for prior approval    

Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the requirements Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the requirements Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the requirements Spa or sanatorium treatments in a facility that meets the requirements 

of section 1.7.7of section 1.7.7of section 1.7.7of section 1.7.7 
Yes 

 

1.10.4  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany may grant the refund if, under special 

circumstances, the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured has not been able to observe the formalities set out 

above, in good faith, on condition that the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured supplies evidence of these 

particular circumstances. 

 

1.10.5  In case of a qualifying exigency, the request for prior approval must be sent to us 

within 5 working days following admission to a hospitalhospitalhospitalhospital    facilityfacilityfacilityfacility with reference to the 

urgency of the hospitalisation. 

 

1.10.6  Prior approval must be sought for any extension of the in-patient treatment beyond 

30 days. The same applies for each further period of 30 days. The request for prior 

approval must be sent to us within 10 days preceding the end of each period. 
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2            Administrative provisions 

 

2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1                                                     Termination of InsuranceTermination of InsuranceTermination of InsuranceTermination of Insurance    

 

2.1.1  The cover ends - also for claimsclaimsclaimsclaims already incurred – at the expiry of the insurance 

contract. 

 

2.1.2  The death of the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder terminates the contract. Medical expenses incurred 

until death are however covered according to the cover provisions set out in the 

Special Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and ConditionsSpecial Terms and Conditions. 

Nevertheless, the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured shall have the right to continue the insurance by 

designating a new PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder, provided that the application is made within two 

months after the death of the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder. 

 

2.1.3  In the event of divorce, the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder(s)(s)(s)(s) and/or InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured have the right to continue 

their part of the contract as an independent insurance contract. The same applies to 

the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder(s)(s)(s)(s) and/or InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured who are separated. 

 

2.1.4  The contract expires in case of transfer of the legal domicile of the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder 

outside the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, unless otherwise agreed. 

 

2.1.5  The death or the transfer of the legal domicile of the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured outside the Grand Duchy 

of Luxembourg terminates the insurance relationship. 

 

2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2                                                     Payment of premiumsPayment of premiumsPayment of premiumsPayment of premiums    

    

2.2.1  Payment of the premiums (or, in the case of their fractioning, of the instalments) as 

well as fees, taxes, charges and legally admitted accessories, are the responsibility of 

the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder. 

The premium is annual. It is invoiced from the effective date of insurance and is 

payable annually on 1 January. Each time a premium becomes due, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is 

required to notify the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder of the due date and amount owed. 

The annual premium can also be paid in monthly instalments calculated according to 

the rate in force, which are considered as deferred until maturity. These instalments 

are due on the first of each month, even if a claim has been incurred. In case of 

modification of the contract in the course of the year, the premium is adjusted and 

may trigger either a payment or a refund. 

 

2.2.2  The first premium or first instalment is payable at the latest upon delivery of the 

policy, and no earlier than the effective date of the insurance. 
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2.2.3  Premiums or premium instalments are due until the end of the month in which the 

insurance expires. Premiums paid beyond that date will be refunded. 

 

2.2.4  Premiums are payable by bank transfer to a bank account specified by the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. 

 

2.2.5  In the absence of payment of a premium or a premium instalment within 10 days of 

its expiry and notwithstanding the right for the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany to pursue recovery of the 

premium(s) through the courts, the cover is suspended after a lapse of 30 days after 

sending the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder a registered letter to their last known address. The 

registered letter serves a formal notice on the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder to pay the premium due; it 

reminds them of the due date and amount of the premium and sets out the 

consequences of default at the expiry of the period specified above. Any claim 

occurring during the suspension pension shall not be covered by the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. It has 

the right to terminate the insurance contract 10 days after expiry of the 30 days 

lapse referred to above. The suspension of cover does not affect the rights of the 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany to claim premiums that subsequently fall due. The non-terminated contract 

shall resume its effectiveness for the future at 00:00 hours on the day following 

payment of the premium due or, in the event of fractioning of the annual premium, of 

the instalments that were the subject of the formal notice and those that fell due 

during the suspension period and, where appropriate, the costs of prosecution and 

recovery. Payment can be made directly to the CompaCompaCompaCompanynynyny or the representative 

appointed by it for this purpose. However, this right is limited to the premiums due for 

two consecutive years. The suspended cover for non-payment of the premium is 

terminated automatically after a continuous suspension of 2 years. 

 

2.2.6  In case of non-payment of the premium, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany reserves the right to charge the 

PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder for administrative costs related to this late payment. These are due for 

each registered letter and calculated at a flat rate based on two and a half times the 

official rate charged by the Post Office for registered letters. 

 

2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3                                                         CalculationCalculationCalculationCalculation    of premiumsof premiumsof premiumsof premiums    

 

2.3.1  The method of calculation of premiums is defined by the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany’s technical bases 

of calculation. The premiums given in the price list may be subject to the application 

of surcharges when the insurance is taken out or in the event of modification of the 

contract. 

 

2.3.2  Once an InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured has reached the age of 14 or 19 years, the premium for the higher 

age bracket becomes applicable from the beginning of the following calendar year. 
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2.3.3  In case of changes to the premiums, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany also has the right to adjust the 

surcharges that are contractually due. 

 

2.3.4  When, in the event of modification of the contract, the insured risk is increased, the 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is entitled to charge an additional appropriate premium for the part of the 

insurance cover that is added. This supplement is determined in accordance with the 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany’s aggravated risk assessment principles. 

 

2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4                                                     Premium adjustmentPremium adjustmentPremium adjustmentPremium adjustment    

    

2.4.1  The benefits insured by the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany are subject to changes due, for example, to an 

increase in the treatment costs of a family of risks or more frequent widespread use 

of medical services. Accordingly, at least once a year, for each rate the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany will 

draw up a comparison of actual insurance benefits and of the benefits supported in 

the technical calculation bases. 

If this comparison reveals a discrepancy of more than 10%, all the technical 

calculation bases and the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany’s price premiums will be subject to review and, if 

necessary, adjusted. Under the same conditions, the amounts of the deductibles, 

benefit ceilings and daily allowances for in-patient treatment may be adjusted and 

the surcharges that are subject to a special agreement may be modified accordingly. 

 

2.4.2  Any adaptation of premiums shall be brought to the attention of the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder at 

least 30 days before the annual due date of the contract and takes effect at that 

date. However, the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder may terminate the contract within 60 days of 

notification of the adjustment. In this case, termination shall take effect on the 

second working day following the dispatch date of the letter of termination by 

registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt, but not before the annual premium 

due date. 

 

2.4.3  The premium is set according to the age of the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured at the conclusion of the 

contract. For certain age brackets, Article 2.3.2 provides for an adjustment of the 

premium when the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured passes from one age bracket to another. This adjustment 

is not a premium adjustment within the meaning of Article 2.4.1 and does not give 

right to termination as provided for in Article 2.4.2. 

    

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5     Obligations of the Obligations of the Obligations of the Obligations of the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder    and the Insuredand the Insuredand the Insuredand the Insured 

 

2.5.1  Each hospital treatment must be declared to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany within 10 days of its 

commencement. At the request of the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany, the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder and the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured 

must provide all information and supply all the evidence required to establish the 
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claim and to determine the contribution of the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany and its scope (see also point 

1.9 listing the supporting documents to be transmitted to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany for the 

payment of benefits). 

 

2.5.2  At the request of the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany, the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured shall agree to be examined by a doctor 

appointed by it. 

 

2.5.3  Some treatments are subject to prior authorisation by the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. They are listed in 

section 1.10. 

 

2.5.4  The PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder and the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured are obliged to immediately declare the conclusion 

or extension of cover of a medical expenses insurance under which they are covered 

via another insurance company, private health insurance or insurance fund. 

 

2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6                                                         Consequences of nonConsequences of nonConsequences of nonConsequences of non----compliancecompliancecompliancecompliance        

    

2.6.1  Where the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured has not fulfilled the obligations contained in 

sections 2.5.1, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany may reduce its benefit in proportion to the damage it 

has suffered as a result of the failure of the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured to comply with 

their obligations. If the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured acted with fraudulent intent, the 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is no longer required to pay the compensation and may terminate the 

contract. 

 

2.6.2  The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is relieved of its compensation obligations if there was an intentional 

breach of any of the obligations referred to in section 1.10. In case of failure due to 

gross negligence, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is only required to provide the benefit if the failure 

has not had consequences on the severity of the claim, or on the amount of the 

benefit payable by the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. 

 

2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7                                 Recourse against third partiesRecourse against third partiesRecourse against third partiesRecourse against third parties    

 

2.7.1  In the event that the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured is entitled to damages from a third party, 

this entitlement - without prejudice to the legal transfer of debt – shall be assigned in 

writing to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany for the amount corresponding to the benefits granted under 

the insurance contract. 

This entitlement is transferred to this extent to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. If the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or 

InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured waives this claim, or a right that serves to cover this claim without the 

consent of the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany, the latter is released from its obligation to provide the 

benefit up to the amount of the compensation that could have been due to it under 

the debt or entitlement. 
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2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8                                                     Limitation periodsLimitation periodsLimitation periodsLimitation periods    

 

2.8.1  All actions arising from the contract shall become time-barred three years after the 

event that triggered such action. However, when the person who instigated the action 

can prove that he was not aware of this event until a later date, the limitation period 

starts to run only as from the said date, without exceeding five years as from the date 

of the event, with the exception of fraud. 

 

2.8.2  The limitation period does not run against a person who, due to force majeure, is 

unable to act in a timely manner. If the statement of claim was made in good time, 

the limitation period is interrupted until the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany has made its decision known in 

writing to the other party. As regards the action of the beneficiary, the period runs 

from the date on which it became aware of the existence of the contract, of their 

status as beneficiary and of the occurrence of the event on which the enforceability 

of the insurance benefits depends. 

    

2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9                                                     Termination of the contract by the Termination of the contract by the Termination of the contract by the Termination of the contract by the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder    

 

2.9.1  The PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder has the right to terminate the insurance contract, fully or for 

individual Insured, every year on the annual premium due date, by registered letter 

with acknowledgment of receipt to the insurer 30 days before this date. 

 The termination is effective on the second working day following the dispatch date of 

the letter of termination but not before the annual premium due date. 

 

2.9.2  The PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder is entitled: 

 

2.9.2.1  in case of a price increase as provided under 2.4 and/or in case of modification of 

the Terms and Conditions of Insurance resulting in a decrease in benefits, to 

terminate the contract within 60 days of the mailing date of the notification of 

maturity referring to this increase or the mailing date of the notification of the 

changes as appropriate. The termination is effective on the second working day 

following the date of dispatch of the letter of termination by registered letter with 

acknowledgment of receipt, but no earlier than the annual premium due date in case 

of a price increase or the date of entry into effect of amendments in case of changes 

to the Terms and Conditions of Insurance; 

 

2.9.2.2  in the cases provided under section 2.10.5, to demand the cancellation of the 

insurance contract for the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured not concerned within two weeks of receipt of the 
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announcement from the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany with effect from the end of the month during which 

the announcement was received. 

 

2.9.3  If the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder terminates the insurance contract as a whole or, for individual 

InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured, the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured have the right to continue the insurance by designating a new 

PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder. Notification must be made within two months following termination. 

 

2.9.4  Termination takes effect only if the termination request is signed by the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder 

and countersigned by the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured. The termination must be notified by registered 

post. 

 

2.10 2.10 2.10 2.10                                 Termination of the contract by the Company and cases of Termination of the contract by the Company and cases of Termination of the contract by the Company and cases of Termination of the contract by the Company and cases of nullitynullitynullitynullity    

 

2.10.1  The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is entitled to terminate the insurance contract with immediate effect if 

the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured has fraudulently obtained or attempted to obtain 

insurance benefits. The termination right expires if not exercised within one month 

from the date on which the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany becomes aware of the facts justifying 

termination. 

 

2.10.2  The contract is void when, due to intentional breach of the reporting obligation when 

taking out the insurance, the risk assessment has been modified so that the 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany, had it had knowledge of the undeclared circumstances, would have by no 

means insured the risk or would not have provided the insurance under the same 

conditions. The PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder is then obliged to refund the insurance benefits received. 

The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is entitled to keep the premiums paid. 

 

2.10.3  Where a breach of the reporting obligation is not intentional, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany may, 

within one month from the date on which it came to its knowledge, propose 

amendments to the contract with effect from that date. The CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany may terminate 

the contract if the proposed amendment to the contract is rejected by the 

PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder or if it is not accepted within one month of receipt of this proposal. If the 

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany proves that, in the event of a correct statement of risk, it would on no 

account have concluded the contract, it may terminate the contract within one month 

from the date on which it became aware of the breach of the reporting obligation. 

 

2.10.4  When the unintentional breach of the reporting obligation can be blamed on the 

PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder and if a claim occurs before the contract amendment or termination of 

the contract has become effective, the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany is only required to provide its benefit 

proportionally to the premium paid and the premium that the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder should 

have paid had it made a correct statement of the risk. If the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany can prove that 

on no account would it have insured the risk whose real nature emerged at the time 
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of the claim, its benefit in the event of a claim is limited to the refund of the 

premiums paid. 

 

2.10.5  If, under an insurance contract covering several InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured, the conditions for 

termination concern only some of these people, the exercise of the right of 

termination may be limited to such persons. 

 

2.10.6  The termination must be notified by registered post. 

 

    

2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11                                             DomicileDomicileDomicileDomicile    and correspondenceand correspondenceand correspondenceand correspondence    

 

2.11.1  The PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder elects domicile at the address indicated in the Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and Specific Terms and 

ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions, unless the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder has sent a written notification of their change of 

domicile to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany. The notifications of the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany should 

be sent in writing to the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany’s    registered office. The PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder must 

immediately notify the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany of any change of domicile abroad. 

 

2.11.2  During the contract period, the notifications of the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany shall be validly sent to 

the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder’s domicile. If there are multiple PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderssss, each shall act on 

behalf of the other. Any communication of the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany addressed to one of them is 

valid with regard to all. They are also jointly and severally liable for obligations arising 

from the contract. 

 

2.12 2.12 2.12 2.12                                             Changes to Changes to Changes to Changes to thethethethe    Terms and Conditions of InsuranceTerms and Conditions of InsuranceTerms and Conditions of InsuranceTerms and Conditions of Insurance  

 

2.12.1  With due consideration for the adequate safeguarding of the interests of the InsuredInsuredInsuredInsured, 

the Terms and Conditions of InsuranceTerms and Conditions of InsuranceTerms and Conditions of InsuranceTerms and Conditions of Insurance may be modified in the following cases:  

 

2.12.1.1  in the event of a lasting change to the conditions of public health; 

 

2.12.1.2  in the event of amendments to the laws underpinning the provisions of the insurance 

contract. 

In these cases, the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder is entitled to terminate the contract in accordance 

with 2.9.2.1. In the case of section 2.12.1.2, a change is permissible only insofar as 

it concerns the provisions relating to insurance cover, the obligations of the 

PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder, other causes of termination of the contract, declarations and 

notifications, and jurisdiction. 

 

2.12.2  The new conditions shall come as close as possible in legal and economic terms to 

those that they replace. Also taking into account the existing interpretation of the 
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legal and economic point of view, they cannot disadvantage the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderssss in a 

manner that is unacceptable. 

 

2.12.3  The changes referred to in section 2.12.1 shall be notified to the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder in 

writing at least three months before the beginning of the following insurance year and 

take effect at this time unless the terms and conditions need to be adapted earlier by 

virtue of a law. 

    

    

2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13                                             DisputesDisputesDisputesDisputes    

 

2.13.1  If, despite efforts by the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany to resolve problems that may occur during the 

course of the insurance contractinsurance contractinsurance contractinsurance contract, the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder has not received a satisfactory 

response, they are invited to share their grievances with the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany’s General 

Management They may also take the matter to the insurance commissioner, the 

Commissariat aux Assurances (7, boulevard Joseph II, L - 1840 Luxembourg) or the 

mediation body established at the initiative of the Association of Insurance 

Companies (www.aca.lu) and of the Luxembourg Union of Consumers (www.ucl.lu) 

without prejudice to their right to institute legal proceedings. 

 

2.14 2.14 2.14 2.14                                         Competent jCompetent jCompetent jCompetent jurisdiction and applicable law urisdiction and applicable law urisdiction and applicable law urisdiction and applicable law     

    

2.14.1  Any dispute between the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder and the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany arising from the insurance 

contract comes under the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the Grand Duchy of 

Luxembourg, without prejudice to the application of international treaties or 

agreements. 

 

2.14.2  The contract is governed by the laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 

    

2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15     SeverabilitySeverabilitySeverabilitySeverability    

 

2.15.1  The invalidity of one or more of the provisions contained in these Terms and Terms and Terms and Terms and 

Conditions of InsuranceConditions of InsuranceConditions of InsuranceConditions of Insurance shall not affect the validity of other provisions or clauses. In 

this case, the PolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholderPolicyholder and the CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany shall adopt a legally valid replacement 

provision that comes as close as possible to the intention of the invalid provision. 

 

“In case of litigation, the French version shall prevail against the English” 
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We understand that signing an insurance contract raises many 

legitimate questions.  

““““Have I chosen the right company, have I been recommended Have I chosen the right company, have I been recommended Have I chosen the right company, have I been recommended Have I chosen the right company, have I been recommended the right the right the right the right 

product, will I get compensation in the event of a claim ... in short, product, will I get compensation in the event of a claim ... in short, product, will I get compensation in the event of a claim ... in short, product, will I get compensation in the event of a claim ... in short, can I can I can I can I 

trust them?trust them?trust them?trust them?    ............ 

We believe that trust has to be earned every day. 

Which is why, at AXA we are committed to these three mindsets at all 

times:  

 

Be available, be attentive, be reliable. 

 
 

providence  
savings 
supplementary pension 
investments 
multi-risk home insurance 
travel and leisure 
health 
professional insurances  
corporate 

 

(+352) 44 24 24 (+352) 44 24 24 (+352) 44 24 24 (+352) 44 24 24 ––––    1111            
www.axa.lu 
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For further details, please contact your AXA adviser or your 

broker 

    

 
AXA Assurances Luxembourg S.A. – 1, place de l’Etoile L-1479 Luxembourg – B.P. 1661 L-1016 Luxembourg  
Tel. : (+352) 44 24 24-1 – Fax : (+352) 44 24 24 4300 – R.C.S. Luxembourg B 84514 

 


